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Ambiente
Valley’s latest-greatest layout delivers final touch
 to Camelback’s $10 million, eco-friendly facelift

13th hole at Ambiente

By Alice and Danny Scott

HE NEW AMBIENTE COURSE AT CAMELBACK 
Golf Club has blossomed into a layout this 
Couple of Travelers love to play. It is a big step 
up from the former Indian Bend Course at 
Camelback, which was built on a flood plain 
that couldn’t drain the rain. That problem led 
to other problems, such as being expensive to 

maintain and having limited play.
Enter eco-friendly expert Jason Straka of Fry/Straka Global 

Golf Course Design who created a beautiful new version that is 
all about the environment, or when translated into Spanish is 
called “Ambiente.” Contoured elevations, grandiose bunkering 
and natural desert vegetation now offer challenges for both 
him and her. 

From the very first tee, he knew the best weapon selection 
would be essential. The green is barely visible but a large 
fairway bunker looms on the elbow of this dogleg left while 
two more bunkers flank the green. Strategic plans are aided 
by detailed layouts on the cart’s GPS screen. Say this about 
Ambiente, it demands that you pay close attention to detail(s).

For instance, from the No. 1 fairway her approach dives right 
into the fluffy new sand as his lands greenside. Calmed by the 
intoxication of flowers quilting the boundary, she makes a nice 
recovery to hole high. And the stage is set for bold bunkering and 
floral fantasy as the main themes of Ambiente. 

When Ambiente first opened late last year, the native 
grass was yet another theme, albeit one that caused a bit of 
a controversy with a few non-golfing residents whose posh 
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Paradise Valley homes frame the course. As Straka explained, 
“It was the biggest Bermuda grass park, where (residents) were 
accustomed to walking their dogs.”

Straka replaced that rather costly green carpet with wild 
grass, which also caused angst among some golfers. For links-
style lovers, the tufts of grass evoke wispy memories of St 
Andrews.  For those who don’t like landing in that gnarly stuff in 
Scotland, why would it be any better in Scottsdale?

In any case, time has matted it down — the grass and the 
controversy — and a new superintendent has reduced the rough, 
speeding up pace of play. Like a gangly teen, the course has 
matured and voices have hushed as they now fix their gaze on 
the acreage in spring bloom. 

Ambiente journeys down the long desert wash for the first 
10 holes and retrocedes for the opposite view on the way home. 
Both the outing and incoming nines are a sight to behold, as the 
basin has been transformed into a flowerbed awash with brilliant 
colors. And yet, the variety of holes is never-ending.

On the second hole, a picturesque par 3, he drives into the sand 
short of the green and declares, “Fluff can be tough.” Then he pops 
it out for a sandy par. She takes a turn in the bunker on No. 3 and 
a new competition is born — bunker volley. Whoever gets through 
the round with the least bunker shots wins. 

Let the games begin, and they do at No. 4, where he fails to 
carry a long waste area. The errant drive into the perilous grass 
is difficult but playable.  At the same time, she is thrilled with her 
deserved advantage off all the forward tees. She hits long and 
straight down the pristine fairway but her 90-yard approach hits 
the side of the green and rolls into, yep, the sandbox. He’s 1-up. 

While Ambiente delivers a fresh desert golf challenge, the 
longstanding Padre course is as familiar as an easy chair. 
This Arthur Hills parkland-style design is one of the few 
in the Valley that is lined with mature eucalyptus and pine 
trees, as well as waterways. Together Ambiente and Padre 

deliver a solid one-two punch. 
In that regard, Ambiente glistens in the morning sun while 

Padre provides afternoon shade for a satisfying golf fix. Both 
courses meet the high standards of the JW Marriott brand, as 
do the clubhouse, practice facilities and personnel. The pro 
shop is stylishly stocked and displayed with a bit of Camel 
whimsy. Its 19th hole, the newly designed Acacia Restaurant, 
provides a gallery view of waterfalls and finishing holes. 
Obviously, Marriott’s $10 million renovation project has turned 
out nicely, and a sensational spa and luxury lodging complete 
the picture at JW Marriott Camelback Inn Resort & Spa.  
www.camelbackinn.com.

Once a quarry manager, he marvels over the transfer of earth 
from the deepened wash to accomplish the goal of contouring 

from flat to sweeping fairways while managing water flow. She’s 
in awe of the chirping birds and endless bouquets of blooms that 
permeate every hole. 

As it turned out, it was at the fabulous fifth hole where both 
became completely enamored with Ambiente. A heron flapped his 
blue angel wings and landed near them as she approached the 
tee. A white egret danced on the water pipe beside her and ducks 
flew in against a kaleidoscopic-colored backdrop.

She said, “Break out the picnic basket and uncork the wine. 
Let’s spend the day here.” Indeed, as a Certified Audubon 
Cooperative Sanctuary, the Audubon Society couldn’t wish for a 
more perfect scene than what has been created at Ambiente. 

If you played the Valley’s latest-greatest golf course early on, 
give Ambiente another shot -- or 72 of them if you are fortunate 
enough to book a tee time, currently priced at $99 to $195, on 
the lush layout that runs 5,538 yards for her and 7,225 yards for 
him. As Straka noted, “This was my most difficult job.” To which 
we say great work, an observation that was confirmed recently 
when Ambiente was honored for excellence by the American 
Society of Golf Course Architects.   Q

Alice and Danny Scott are a Couple of 
Travelers and write a regular column on 
their golf adventures for New England 
Golf Monthly. They live in Gilbert.

Spa-tacular treatments
are tradition at Camelback
The Spa at Camelback Inn is a worldwide favorite for 
exquisite treatments and luxury amenities in a serene desert-
mountain setting. 

Like a fantastic smorgasbord of food and drink, scope your 
spa options out first and then go with your energy flow. Begin 
with a fitness class or power walk around Mummy Mountain 
through the Paradise Valley estates and country club. Alternate 
between sauna, Jacuzzi, services and lounging at the pool. 

Read, splash, nap or just be mesmerized by the mountain 
views. Connected to Sprouts Wellness Restaurant, lunch is 
delivered to your poolside chaise or tableside. Savor healthy 
salads with lean protein or indulge in Angus sliders.  Sip 
a smoothie or splurge on an organic pineapple mojito or 
the oxymoronic “detox margarita.” Infused water dispensers 
throughout the spa ensure hydration at every turn. Any which 
way, it is a relaxing adult day. 

The signature massage incorporates hot rocks, caster and 
juniper oils, reflexology and bells. Chakras are tapped; immune 
system and second brain (the abdomen) are boosted. The 
singing rain stick signals treatment is complete! The Spa at 
Camelback is a classical, timeless retreat that still beats most 
newer spa installations. Combined with a morning of golf, it truly 
is spa-tacular.  A COUPLE OF TRAVELERS
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SPECTACULAR
// AZ GOLF //

SEDONA
GOLF RESORT
Par 3, 17th Hole

WITH US

COME TAKE A Drive

Clubhouse at Camelback GC

First hole at Ambiente
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